
K30 – TWIN

   

MAHLKONIG K30 Twin Grinder White M07-105671
MAHLKONIG K30 Twin Grinder Black M07-308584

ITEM:MODEL:

Double your options —
and work pace.

For higher-volume businesses 
with no counter space to lose.

PRODUCT
FEATURES

- 65 mm Premium cast steel burrs

- Grind-on-demand portion grinding 
   for maximum freshness and aroma

- Twin grinders with 800 gram hoppers 
   and 65mm hardened stainless-steel 
   grinding burrs

- Electronically controlled timer with 
   variable programmability for single, 
   and double shots

- Stepless grind adjustment

- Hands-free operation

- Individual cooling fans for each grinder

- Electronic shot counters

- Illuminated operating display

- Dual universal portafilter handle rests

If you are looking for a grinder to handle the demanding 
grinding needs of your coffee bar, then the Mahlkonig 
K30 Twin espresso grinder is the perfect solution. 

The K30 Twin is essentially two grinders 
combined into one convenient package, 
saving approximately 30% of space as 
compared to two separate conventional 
grinders.

Built to last with only 
top-quality materials
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TECHNICAL DATA

Width x Depth x Height (mm) 
Technical Information
Dimensions:       
Weight (lbs) 
Voltage /RPM  

 

370 x 300 x 560
64

1640
4.7/800

220-240V~60Hz (1ph)

  
Features
Output g/s
Hopper capacity (g)                
Diameter burrs (mm)
Grind Speed (RPM)

   

2 x 3.8 - 4.6
2 x 800
2 x 65
1600

K30 TWIN

Operating Display for optimal 
control.
• software menu in five languages
• alarm signalling and saving
• PIN-protected software for settings and service 
• modular build-up
• illuminated operating display

Motor Power (amps/hp)

Pioneering grind-adjustment 
technology lets you set and 
keep the perfect degree of 
fineness.
The adjustment range spans 180 to 580 µm, whilst 
the 80 step indicating scale offers meticulous 
repeatability. An auto-lock system keeps the 
adjustment in place. 

The revolutionary spout, 
designed for perfectly 
centred espresso grinding. 
The re-designed spout adapts to every portafilter 
within seconds by being simply pushed or pulled 
into place. Made from specially selected anti- 
static material, honed into a uniquely effective 
shape, it allows the grounds to flow very fluffy into 
the portafilter. 
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